MazeGeek Introduces ScopePrice.com Comparison Tool
The company is making it easy for consumers to compare prices among multiple
e-commerce platforms, reports www.scopeprice.com.
The company is making it easy for consumers to compare prices among multiple e-commerce
platforms, reports www.scopeprice.com.Astoria, NY - March 16, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- New
York-based software company MazeGeek announced the introduction of their newest venture, the
ScopePrice.com online shopping tool. With the launch of this tool, the company aims to make it easy
for consumers to compare prices among the major e-commerce platforms and online stores. Those
who are in the market for just about anything can use the tool to ensure they get the best price on
the items they need most.
"One of the best things about the internet is that it provides a way for consumers to get their hands
on quite literally anything they need. Unfortunately, the fact that online shopping offers endless
possibilities makes it quite difficult for people to choose from the variety of products available.
Fortunately, our team of web experts have been able to take that burden off their shoulders with the
development of Scope Price. Our tool gives consumers the ability to scour the internet's biggest
retailers for the best deals on the stuff they really want without having to spend countless hours
navigating to and searching each site. It truly is an online shopper's dream come true," said
Mohammad Samrat of MazeGeek.
Instead of visiting multiple price comparison websites, visitors can simply find the best deal on what
they're looking for in three easy steps using ScopePrice.com. All consumers need to do is type in
their desired keyword, item number, model number, or UPC, view the best deals from multiple
channels with three different price tiers (including new, used, and refurbished), and use the provided
link to conveniently purchase the product they want from the platform or store of their choosing.
As Samrat continued, "Using ScopePrice.com to price compare, consumers can be confident
knowing that they are purchasing their products through a trusted partner. They can also have
complete peace of mind that they are getting the item they want for the best possible price. We
know that shopping online can be an overwhelming experience, and we are thrilled to be able to
provide them with a way to simplify the process so they can get what they need and get on with their
lives."
About ScopePrice.com:
ScopePrice.com is a subsidiary of the Technology Company - MazeGeek, located in Astoria- the
heart of New York City. Founded in 2016, it is a multi-channel e-commerce platform which provides
online service. 'Scope' means 'the opportunity or possibility to do or deal with something'. Their team
provides opportunities to their customers to purchase various products from some of the most
renowned e-commerce sites at an inexpensive or reasonable price using the best price comparison
methods.
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